IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS
MARK E. BROWN,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. 17-2211-JAR

KEYSTONE LEARNING SERVICES,
Defendant.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Plaintiff Mark E. Brown brought this action against his former employer, Defendant
Keystone Learning Services, alleging race discrimination and retaliation under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 42 U.S.C. § 1981. On November 19, 2018, the Court issued a
Memorandum and Order granting Defendant’s motion for summary judgment on all claims.1
Before the Court is Plaintiff’s Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment (Doc. 51). The motion is
fully briefed and the Court is prepared to rule. As described more fully below, Plaintiff’s motion
is denied.
I.

Standard
Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(e), the Court may alter or amend judgment on the following

grounds: (1) an intervening change in controlling law; (2) the availability of new evidence; or (3)
the need to correct clear error or prevent manifest injustice.2 “Thus, a motion for reconsideration
is appropriate where the court has misapprehended the facts, a party’s position, or the controlling
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law.”3 Such a motion does not permit a losing party to rehash arguments previously addressed or
to present new legal theories or facts that could have been raised earlier.4 A party’s failure to
present its strongest case in the first instance does not entitle it to a second chance in the form of
a motion to reconsider.5 Whether to grant a motion to reconsider is left to the Court’s
discretion.6
II.

Discussion
Plaintiff moves the Court to reconsider its ruling granting summary judgment on his Title

VII discrimination claim premised on Defendant’s failure to hire him as a teacher for the 2016–
17 school year. In granting summary judgment, the Court considered this claim under the
McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green7 burden-shifting framework. Under McDonnell Douglas,
plaintiff initially bears the burden of production to establish a prima facie case of discrimination
or retaliation.8 The burden of establishing the prima facie case is “not onerous.”9 If plaintiff
establishes a prima facie case, the burden shifts to defendant to articulate a facially
nondiscriminatory reason for its actions.10 If defendant articulates a legitimate
nondiscriminatory reason, the burden shifts back to plaintiff to present evidence from which a
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jury might conclude that defendant’s proffered reason is pretextual, that is, “unworthy of
belief.”11
The Court found that Plaintiff met his light burden of establishing a prima facie case on
the failure to hire claim. The Court further found that Defendant articulated a facially
nondiscriminatory reason for not hiring Plaintiff—that it only hired teachers for the 2016-17
academic year who actually applied and were qualified for the positions—and that Plaintiff could
not demonstrate that this reason was pretext for discrimination. Plaintiff offered one argument in
support of his pretext assertion: that John Dewey Academy President Terri Coughlin falsely told
Plaintiff in the spring of 2016 that there were no teaching jobs available for the following school
year. The Court found that Plaintiff failed to offer evidence that this explanation was false at the
time it was made, or that Coughlin knew it was false when she made the statement.
Plaintiff argues that the Court must alter or amend its pretext ruling because he came
forward with evidence that Coughlin’s statement was false. Further, he offers argument and
citation to the summary judgment record not made in his response brief. Finally, he offers his
own new affidavit to support his claim that Coughlin knew there were teaching jobs available
when she told Plaintiff otherwise.12 None of Plaintiff’s new arguments were included in his
original response brief, which asserted in conclusory fashion that Coughlin falsely stated to
Plaintiff that there were no teaching positions available as a pretext for not hiring him.13 But as
the Court pointed out in its November 19 summary judgment ruling, the evidence upon which
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Plaintiff relied did not support his assertion that there were “at least three special education
teacher positions” available for the 2016–17 school year.14 His response did not specify the
positions to which he referred, nor when they were posted in relation to his conversation with
Coughlin.
Plaintiff mistakenly asserts that the Court “acknowledge[d] that teaching positions were
available for the 2016–17 school year when plaintiff met with principal Coughlin on April 28,
2016.”15 In fact, the Court’s November 19 Order stated as uncontroverted that “[Plaintiff] later
discovered that Keystone had advertised on the Kansas teaching website for special education
teachers throughout the spring of 2016.”16 Indeed, it was uncontroverted that Plaintiff later
discovered such positions were posted. But as the Court explained later in its decision, this
statement of fact was based on Plaintiff’s own testimony about acquiring this knowledge. “[He]
does not specify the positions to which he refers, when they were posted, or when they were
filled.”17 In sum, the Court fully considered this argument and found that Plaintiff failed to
demonstrate that the posted positions were still open at the time Coughlin made the statement to
him.
Next, Plaintiff introduces new facts and citations in support of his contention that
Coughlin knew there were available teaching positions when she told Plaintiff otherwise,
including facts based on his own new affidavit submitted with the motion to alter or amend. The
Court declines to consider this evidence. While a motion to alter or amend may be based on the
discovery of new evidence, this is not new evidence. This is evidence that Plaintiff could have
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presented at the time he filed his response brief. His failure to present his strongest case in the
first instance does not entitle him to a second chance in the form of a motion to alter or amend.
In sum, Plaintiff’s motion is denied to the extent it is premised on arguments and facts
not presented in the first instance. To the extent Plaintiff claims that the Court erred by finding
that his pretext evidence about Coughlin’s false statement was insufficient, his motion is likewise
denied. The Court carefully considered the arguments and evidence presented in Plaintiff’s
response to the summary judgment motion. It is not the Court’s responsibility on summary
judgment to scour the record and construct arguments not articulated in the response brief.
Based on the argument and evidence presented to the Court at the time it decided summary
judgment, Plaintiff failed to demonstrate sufficient evidence of pretext to survive summary
judgment, and the Court finds no clear error in that judgment.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY THE COURT that Plaintiff’s Motion to Alter or
Amend Judgment (Doc. 51) is denied.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: February 22, 2019
S/ Julie A. Robinson
JULIE A. ROBINSON
CHIEF UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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